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1. INTRODUCTION & OBJECTIVE

This document shows the desired format and appearance of a manuscript prepared for the
Proceedings of the ICTACEM 2017 International Conference on Theoretical, Applied,
Computational and Experimental Mechanics. It is prepared using Microsoft (MS) Word. The
MS Word template used to prepare this document is available on the conference web site at
http://www.ictacem.iitkgp.ernet.in/. The font used throughout is Times New Roman. If this font
is not available, use a similar serif font. Normal text has a font size of 10 point †, for which the
actual height of a capital E is about 2.4 mm (7 pt.) and the line-to-line spacing is about 4.2 mm
(single line spacing). The font attributes for other parts of the document are summarized in Table
1 and are described in the following sections. Normal text should be justified to both the left and
right margins. The number of pages for the extended abstract including Figures, Tables, etc
should not exceed 3 pages (to be strictly followed).
To be properly reproduced in the Proceedings, all contents including text, figures, tables etc.
must be typed on an A4-size paper (8.27 in by 11.69 in. OR 210 mm by 297 mm) with margins
set to 0.875 in. on left and right and 1.125 in. top and bottom. Good English usage is essential. A
spelling checker is helpful for finding misspelled words.
An author may use this template by substituting his/her own text in each field or by deleting all
the text and employing the relevant style from the style list.
Table 1. Fonts sizes to be used for various types of text. All fonts are Times New Roman or an equivalent. Table
captions should be centered above the table. Figure captions should be centered below the figure or graph. When the
caption is too long to fit on one line, it should be justified to the right and left margins of the body of the text.

*

Article title

16 pt., bold, centered

Author names

12 pt., normal, centered

Affiliations and address

10 pt., normal, centered

Section heading

12 pt., bold, centered (all caps)

Subsection heading

12 pt., bold, left justified

Sub-subsection heading

12 pt., bold, italic, left justified

Normal text

12 pt., normal

Figure and table caption

10 pt., normal

Footnote text

10 pt., normal

Line Spacing

1.0 Line

Further author information: (Send correspondence to S.S.A)
A.A.A.: E-mail: aaa@tbk2.edu, Telephone: 1 505 123 1234
S.S.A.: E-mail: ssa@comp.com, Telephone: +33 (0)1 98 76 54 32, Address: A Very Long Address, City, Country
†
Font sizes are usually specified in points, abbreviated pt, which is a unit of length. One inch = 72 pt.; one cm = 28.4 pt.

2. RESULTS & HIGHLIGHTS OF IMPOINTANT POINTS
Section headings are centered and formatted completely in upper case 11-point bold font.
Sections should be numbered sequentially, starting with the first section after the Abstract. The
heading starts with the section number, followed by a period. In MS Word the author must do
this numbering.
Paragraphs that immediately follow a section heading are leading paragraphs and should not be
indented, according to standard publishing style. The same goes for leading paragraphs of
subsections and sub-subsections. Subsequent paragraphs are standard paragraphs, with 14-pt. (5mm) indentation. There is a 5-pt. space between all paragraphs. In this MS Word template, this
spacing is accomplished by including a 5-pt. space after each paragraph. Note that the
indentation of a paragraph may be avoided in this MS Word by changing it to a leading
paragraph.
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